1
The Readings of Theodotion i n Joshua
At 171 places in the book of Joshua a reading has been
attributed to Th. in one or more sources.

These readi ngs range

in length from a single word to two verses.

In this c h apter

our primary interest is t he relationshi p of Th. to the OG and
to the MT.

In order to investigate these relationships a nd

draw from the mass of evidence some general conclusions , we
have divided the readings ascribed to Th. into 6 categories.
The organizing principles of the first 5 can be viewed through
the following formulae:
category 1

where Th.

OG

MT

category 2

where Th.

OG I MT

category 3

where Th. I OG, but both

category 4

where Th.

category 5

where Th. I MT and Th. I OG

MT

MT I OC

category 6 brings together 4 readings t hat preserve Th. 's
representations of the Hebrew place name [1/)y.
Categories 1 and 4 are further divided into two and three
sub-categories, respective l y .

The Th.-OG relatio nshi p is

more prominent in categories 2 and 3, while the relat ion s h ip
of Th. to the MT receives greater emphasis in categor ies 4
and 5 .

We are fair neithe r to the complexity of relationships

nor to the diverse nature of the material i f we attempt to
force the evidence to fit too neatly into these formu l ae;
nevertheless, such formulae do retain their usefulness as
organizing principles, without which an orderly prese ntat i on
of material is impossible.
As we noted above , the two points of grea test interest in
this part of our s tudy are the text from which and the text to
which Th. made his revision .

Through th e e vide nce ga t here d

in this chapter we a r e able to identify the text Th. revised:
(a form of) the OG.

It also becomes clear that Th. corrected

this form of the OG to a Hebrew text ide n t ica l in almost eve ry
reading to the MT.
LXX 8 is far and away our surest guide to

7

8

the OG, although this manuscript is not immune to corruption
through scribal error or hexaplaric influence.

The possibility

of scribal error must be taken into account in determining the
correct form of the readings for 5' , a' , a' , and o'

as well.

It stands to reason that conclusions concerning relationships
can be no sounder than our prior determinations concerning
the texts of the OG and Th.
Since this chapter is both a study in itself and the
basis for the studies we conduct in the following chapters,
the presentation of evidence is as full as possible.

The

numbers we assign to the readings of Th. in this chapter are
employed throughout this book, and the di vi sion into categories
and sub-categories is followed in chapter 2 as well as here.
Each of the first 5 categories has its own introduction,
whi ch begi ns with an e xplanation of the formula underlying the
inclusion of readings within it.

The nex t section of these

introductions contains a brief discussion of the major conclusions reached on the basis of the evidence included in that
category.

A statement on the pattern for presentation of

evidence also forms part of each introductio n.
The chart that follows is divided into 8 columns:
the number assigned to each reading of Th .;

(1)

( 2) the category

or sub-category into which t h e reading is placed;

(3) the

location of the reading wit hi n the book of Joshua (where there
is a diffe r e nce in the number ing of verses or arrangeme n t of
mater ial between the MT and t h e LXX, the chapter and v er s e of
the latte r are placed within parenthesis);
itself, in Greek;

(4) the reading

(5) the source or sources that contain the

reading ascri bed to Th.;

(6-8) an x in the

a',

a', oro

column indicates that a partial o r compl ete equ ival e nt f o r
the read ing of Th. is attribut e d to that te xt in o n e or
more sources.

